**Access Map to WHO**

---

**Access to WHO buildings.**

As a visitor, you must first report to the World Health Organization badge office.

The duty officer will contact the person who is to meet you and announce your arrival. In exchange for a piece of identification, the duty officer will issue you with a visitor’s badge allowing you access to WHO buildings.

At the end of your meeting, you must return to the badge office to recover your identification and return the visitor’s badge.

Library visitors can only visit the reading rooms and periodicals area. The office areas are out of bounds. When inside the buildings the visitor’s badge must be visibly displayed at all times.

---

**Public transport - buses**

- **Opposite main building:**
  - **8** Weekdays every 8 minutes between 06:00 - 20:00
  - To city centre, Cornavin Station.

- **In front of the V building:**
  - **F** To Ferney-Voltaire
  - **28** To Airport (every 20 mins.)

**Prepaid tickets and monthly passes**

Prepaid tickets and monthly passes for buses are on sale at the newspaper kiosk.

**Taxis**

Taxis can be ordered from the Main Building Reception Desk.